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A short adventure for five players
By Corwin Riddle

How to Train Your Golem is a collection of three short encounters designed for five adventurers of 12th to 14th level, taking
place on the small and remote island of Brak.
After arriving on Brak, the players will be tasked with
training a golem with the skills necessary to defend the
island’s inhabitants from dangerous dragonspawn. First,
the players will train their golem to move against small and
quick dragonspawn. Then the players must teach their golem
to fight, practicing against a pack of larger, more volatile
dragonspawn. Once the golem has been properly trained,
the players will test it out in battle against a cunning group of
lurking dragonspawn.

USING THE ADVENTURE

BACKGROUND

The PCs take on fire-breathing and acid spewing dragonspawn
while teaching their golem basic movement. (Level 13: 3600 XP)

Isolated from higher society, the island of Brak sits alone,
its erratic weather and currents deterring most passersby
who would trade or visit. Some settle on the island for this
very reason, seeking solitude and peace—an escape from the
overcrowded cities and selfish wars found so often on the
mainland. Here, the inhabitants find simple lives, enjoying
the calming tranquility of Brak’s lush valleys and pristine
shores.
Although free from the petty squabbles of kings and
countries, Brak is not without its problems. Surviving on the
island can be difficult; weather is harsh, monsters are large,
and lives are short. Left alone for centuries, several species
of dragonspawn have made Brak their home, breeding and
thriving. The creatures have no fear of humanoids, seeing
them as nothing more than a convenient food source. These
dragonspawn—found in nearly every shape and size—frequent the settlements of Brak looking for an easy meal, hoping to find a full stomach.
To combat this threat, the island’s residents turned to
an accomplished artificer named Cuciph, who, limited by
Brak’s few resources, brought the terrain itself to life as stone
golems. Controlled by magical amulets, these constructs are
big, sturdy, and powerful, and should be more than enough
to defend the settlements—once properly trained, of course.

Encounter 2: Learning to Fight

How to Train Your Golem is designed as a short, one-shot
adventure made of three sequential encounters that’s ready
to fit right into your ongoing campaign. Your players can
stumble upon the island of Brak, be sent there to find something, or be called there to help—it’s up to you. Each encounter includes a hook and conclusion to guide you through
the story, but it doesn’t have to end here; there are countless
other stories and battles that could happen before, after, or
between these encounters.
Encounter 1: Learning to Walk

The PCs show their golem how to perform advanced combat tactics
while fighting off giant, leaping dragonspawn. (Level 13: 4000 XP)
Encounter 3: A Test Run
Now that their golem knows how to move and fight, it’s time to try
it out. The PCs must test their golem out against the most dangerous dragonspawn breed, shadowy and terrifying, fighting while the
golem’s power and skills are evaluated. (Level 14: 5000 XP)

USING THE MAPS
There are a few different maps that you can cut out and use;
each map is labeled for its specific encounter:
Encounter 1: Learning to Walk
Maps: M1a, M1b, M1c, M1d, M1e, M1f (pages 9-14)
Encounter 2: Learning to Fight
Maps: M1a, M1b, M1c, M1d, M1e, M1f (pages 9-14)
Encounter 3: A Test Run
Maps: M2a, M2b, M2c, M2d (pages 15-18)

ENCOUNTER 1:
Learning to Walk

Training

Encounter Level 13 (3000 XP)

•

To teach the golem a skill, the PC holding the control
amulet must perform the skill in battle as an action.

•

Only the PC currently holding the control amulet can
teach the golem a skill.

•

A PC can toss the control amulet to another PC with a
minor action. The distance they can toss it is equal to
their Strength modifier + 3 squares.

•

The golem will not participate in battle until it learns all
10 skills, waiting outside the quarry until then.

Cuciph explains that the golems he creates are big and
powerful, but must be trained before they are able to perform any sophisticated actions. Since the players seem to be
seasoned veterans of battle, Cuciph gives them one control
amulet, introduces them to a giant stone golem, and explains
the training process.
To train a golem with a skill, a player must be in possession of the golem’s control amulet while performing a
specific action; the amulet will sense and acquire the skill
and transfer it to the golem. If a PC has the amulet and takes
a double move, the golem learns the Double Move skill, but if
a PC performs a skill without holding the amulet, the golem
learns nothing.
Cuciph tells the PCs that a golem must walk before it can
fight, and gives them a list of motor skills necessary to the
golem’s training. Since the skills will be used in battle, they
must be learned in battle, and Cuciph points them toward
a small quarry filled with small and elusive dragonspawn,
perfect for practice.
Quest XP: 400 XP for teaching the golem at least 8 of the
10 motor skills, or 800 XP for teaching all of the skills.

•

When the golem has been taught all 10 skills, it will
jump into battle as an NPC and begin grabbing, pushing,
and pulling enemies—it does not attack or deal damage.
The golem’s stats are located on page 6 and 8.

Setup

When a dragonspawn becomes bloodied, read:

3 Bluespawn Lightningcaller (L)
3 Redspawn Fireslashers (F)

The reptile’s wounds begin to bleed, driving it into a vicious rage—it
seems to start moving with a greater speed than before.

Shortly after the players arrive on Brak, they locate a small,
rural settlement of wooden buildings, hatched roofs, and
quiet residents. The artificer, Cuciph, explains their problem
and tasks them with training a golem, teaching it to move
quickly and efficiently while chasing down fire and lightning-spitting dragonspawn.

Hook

When the adventurers meet their golem, read:
Towering above you, the stone golem slowly turns toward the control
amulet, awaiting instructions. It’s clear by the slow movement that
it needs some training—it can barely step without losing balance.
When the adventurers enter the quarry, read:
The quarry appears to be a sort of training ground—there are
animal bones and carcasses all over, scattered between piles of rocks
and stone pillars. Milling around the quarry, sniffing and scratching
at the dirt is a pack of small red and green dragonspawn—acid and
flames drip from their mouths.

the

Golem

The golem must learn to move before fighting, and will learn
skills as the PCs use them:

Here are the motor skills the golem must learn:

Motor Skills
Double Move
Charge or Bull Rush an enemy
Climb at least 15’
Run at least 6 squares
Jump
Push or Pull an enemy
Restrain an enemy
Throw an object at an enemy
Lie Prone
Double Shift

When the golem learns a skill, read:
As you finish your movement, the amulet begins to glow and pulse.
Up on the ridge, just outside the quarry, you see the golem mimicking the movement, re-enacting it perfectly.

Tactics
Both types of dragonspawn will attempt to keep their distance and use their ranged attack, forcing the PCs to chase
them down and engage them. They will favor their ranged
Lightning Bolt and Flaming Burst attacks, relying on Bite only
when necessary.
The bluespawn and redspawn will work together, but are
more likely to attack and defend with the dragonspawn of
their color. They will make use of the pillars, using them to
block line of sight, and climbing on top of them for a clear
view of the battlefield.

Bluespawn Lightningcaller
Small natural beast (reptile)

Level 11 Artillery
XP 600

Initiative +6
Senses Perception +5; low light vision
HP 90; Bloodied 45
AC 24; Fortitude 24, Reflex 21, Will 20
Resist 20 lightning
Speed 5
b Bite (standard; at-will)•Lightning
+15 vs AC; 1d10 + 8 damage, and ongoing 5 lightning damage (save
ends)
r Lightning Bolt(standard; at-will)•Lightning
Range 12; +14 vs Reflex; 2d6 + 4 damage, and ongoing 5 lightning damage (save ends)
Dragonspeed
If the dragonspawn is bloodied, it gains +3 to its speed.
Alignment Unaligned
Languages —
Str 17
Dex 12
Wis 12
Con 18
Int 1
Cha 7

Features

of the

Area

Illumination: Bright sunlight.
Elevation: There are several rock piles of varying height,
marked on the map with hash marks and height in ft.
Stone Pillars: Marked as gray pillars, these are 15’ tall and
can be easily climbed with a DC 14 Athletics check.
Piles of Bones: Marked as white bones, a bone can be
thrown as a ranged basic attack for an additional 1d4 damage. The piles also count as difficult terrain.

Redspawn Fireslasher
Small natural beast (reptile)

Level 11 Artillery
XP 600

Initiative +6
Senses Perception +5; low light vision
HP 90; Bloodied 45
AC 24; Fortitude 24, Reflex 21, Will 20
Resist 20 fire
Speed 5
b Bite (standard; at-will)•Fire
+15 vs AC; 1d10 + 8 damage, and ongoing 5 fire damage (save ends)
a Flaming Burst (standard; at-will)•Fire
Area burst 2 within 10; +14 vs Reflex; 2d6 + 4 damage, and ongoing 5
fire damage (save ends)
Dragonspeed
If the dragonspawn is bloodied, it gains +3 to its speed.
Alignment Unaligned
Languages —
Str 17
Dex 12
Wis 12
Con 18
Int 1
Cha 7

Development
After the dragonspawn are defeated, Cuciph will enter the
quarry and inspect the golem, which quickly moves about,
its steps graceful and purposeful. Cuciph evaluates the motor
skill progress, and rewards the PCs accordingly based on the
number of skills learned. He also tells the PCs of the next
step, which is teaching the golem the combat skills necessary
to fight. When they’re ready, Cuciph will talk them through
the next phase of training their golem.

ENCOUNTER 2:
 Learning to Fight

Training

Hook
Cuciph is pleased with the golem's progress, and asks the
PCs to start training it to fight. They'll need to follow the
same process as before, passing around the amulet and using
specific skills to teach them to the golem.
When the PCs are ready, Cuciph will give them a bowl of
strange incense, which they should carry to the quarry and
light; the smell will summon a very specific type of dragonspawn known for its clever battlefield tactics—ideal for
combat training.
As before, Cuciph gives the PCs a list of necessary combat
skills. He mentions to the PCs that if the golem learns all of
the skills before the end of battle, the golem will likely join
combat and assist them; until then, the golem will remain
outside of the quarry, focusing on the amulet’s power.
Quest XP: 400 XP for teaching the golem at least 8 of the
10 combat skills, or 800 XP for teaching all of the skills.

Setup

Golem

The golem will learn combat skills as the PCs use them:
•

To teach the golem a skill, the PC holding the control
amulet must perform the skill in battle as an action.

•

Only the PC currently holding the control amulet can
teach the golem a skill.

•

A PC can toss the control amulet to another PC with a
minor action. The distance they can toss it is equal to
their Strength modifier + 3 squares.

•

The golem will not participate in battle until it learns all
10 skills, waiting outside the quarry until then.

•

When the golem has been taught all 10 skills, it will
jump into battle as an NPC and begin fighting, using
its Slam, Crushing Smash, and Stone Throw abilities. The
golem’s stats and abilities are located on page 6 and 8.

Encounter Level 13 (4000 XP)
Now that the golem is up and moving about, it’s time to teach
it how to fight. Cuciph wants the PCs to return to the quarry,
where they’ll lure in a breed of powerful and resourceful
dragonspawn to use as practice.

the

Here are the motor skills the golem must learn:

Combat Skills
Hit two or more creatures at once
Attack while flanking
Use Second Wind
Hit a creature from 10 squares away
Gain temporary hit points
Make a successful saving throw
Use an Action Point
Deal ongoing damage
Mark an enemy
Use a Daily power

8 Whitespawn Stonecrushers (S)

When the golem learns a skill, read:

When the adventurers enter the quarry, read:

As you finish your movement, the amulet begins to glow and pulse.
Up on the ridge, just outside the quarry, you see the golem mimicking the movement, re-enacting it perfectly.

As you re-enter the quarry, your golem deftly climbs up one of the
walls and stands watch, waiting for combat to begin. The corpses
of the other dragonspawn still litter the area, quickly becoming engulfed by flies and insects of the island—the stench is overpowering.
When the adventurers light the incense, read:
As the incense burns, a strong and savory smell fills the quarry—it
reminds you of a cooked boar, roasting over a fire. Almost immediately, a pack of bulky, white dragonspawn appear, knocking rocks
free as they hungrily scramble down into the quarry.
It seems that they’ve been lured here with the promise of food, and
as they slowly approach, it’s clear that the promised meal is you.

When a dragonspawn becomes bloodied, read:
The reptile’s wounds begin to bleed, driving it into a vicious rage—it
seems to grow slightly in size, and moves more aggressively.

Tactics
The whitespawn stonecrushers are quite intelligent, and use
pack tactics to team up on individual PCs. They will primarily use Crushing Bite, making use of Claw only when Leaping
Slash is available.
When bloodied, a dragonspawn goes into a rage and will
no longer retreat, attacking each turn and making the most
of Whitespawn Rage and the extra damage.
The dragonspawn are very mobile and will take advantage
of the stone pillars, jumping on top of them to avoid attacks,
find a better position, or leap and attack a PC. The dragonspawn will use this mobility to quickly gang up on a PC.

Features

of the

Area

Illumination: Bright sunlight.
Elevation: There are several rock piles of varying height,
marked on the map with hash marks and height in ft.
Stone Pillars: Marked as gray pillars, these are 15’ tall and
can be easily climbed with a DC 14 Athletics check.
Piles of Bones: Marked as white bones, a bone can be
thrown as a ranged basic attack for an additional 1d4 damage. The piles also count as difficult terrain.

Development
When all of the dragonspawn are killed, Cuciph will again
enter the quarry to assess the golem’s progress and reward
the PCs based on the number of skills learned. He tells the
PCs that the golem has been fully trained, and there’s only
one more thing to do—test it out against a more dangerous
opponent to see how it holds up.

Whitespawn Stonecrusher
Medium natural beast (reptile)

Level 10 Brute
XP 500

Initiative +6
Senses Perception +7
HP 120; Bloodied 60
AC 23; Fortitude 23, Reflex 21, Will 21
Immune fear (while bloodied only)
Speed 6
b Crushing Bite (standard; at-will)
+13 vs AC; 3d6 + 6 damage; see also bloodied rage
w Claw (standard; at-will)
+13 vs AC; 2d8 + 6 damage; see also bloodied rage
w Leaping Slash (standard; recharge 56)
The whitespawn leaps up to 5 squares, making two claw attacks against a
single target as it lands with a -1 penalty to the attack roll.
Whitespawn Rage (while bloodied)
The whitespawn stonecrusher gains a +2 to attack rolls and deals an
extra 10 damage per attack.
Alignment Unaligned
Languages —
Str 20
Dex 14
Wis 14
Con 18
Int 4
Cha 13

ENCOUNTER 3:
 A Test Run

Controlling

Hook
Cuciph approves of the golem's progress and wants the PCs
to test out its full capabilities against the nastiest of Brak's
dragonspawn: the blackspawn nightfury. The nightfury is a
clever and malicious beast, and is responsible for most of the
island folk casualties; it's nearly undetectable at night, and
few dare venture out in the darkness after it. If the golem
can stand toe to toe with a nightfury and survive, then there’s
some hope for the people of Brak.
Making some quick adjustments to the control amulet,
Cuciph tells the PCs how to utilize the golem in battle—the
golem must be given instructions by whichever PC currently
holds the amulet. He gives the PCs a short rundown on the
golem’s abilities, strengths, and defenses, and points them
in the direction of a dark cavern—the lair of the blackspawn
nightfuries.
For the golem to pass Cuciph’s test, it needs to both survive
the encounter and demonstrate its combat ability by dealing
a significant amount of damage.
Quest XP: 2000 XP if the golem deals at least 200 damage and is returned to Cuciph alive.

Setup
5 Blackspawn Nightfuries (N)

Golem

The golem joins the PCs for the entire battle:
•

The golem does not have its own turn and must be controlled by a PC.

•

Only the PC currently holding the control amulet can
control the golem.

•

A PC can toss the control amulet to another PC with a
minor action. The distance they can toss it is equal to
their Strength modifier + 3 squares.

•

The PC with the amulet can spend a standard action to
have the golem use a standard action.

•

The PC with the amulet can spend a movement action to
have the golem use a move action.

•

The PC with the amulet can spend a minor action to
have the golem use a minor action.

Encounter Level 14 (5000 XP)
Able to move and fight, it’s time to test the golem out against
a more formidable opponent. Cuciph points the PCs in the
direction of a cave containing the most vicious type of dragonspawn.

the

Stone Golem

Large natural animate (construct)

Level 13 Ally

Initiative +3
Senses Perception +4; darkvision
HP 150; Bloodied 75
AC 25; Fortitude 29, Reflex 23, Will 22
Immune disease, poison
Speed 6
b Slam (standard; at-will)
Reach 2; +17 vs AC; 2d10 + 6 damage, and the target is pushed 2
squares and is knocked prone
r Stone Throw (standard; at-will)•Weapon
Range 10; +25 vs AC; 4d6 + 8 damage and the target is pushed 2
squares and is knocked prone
w Crushing Smash (standard; recharge 456)
Reach 2; +18 vs AC; 6d6 + 4 damage and the target is slowed
Keen Eyesight (minor; at-will)
The stone golem marks an enemy within 10 squares. That enemy cannot
gain concealment as long as it is marked by the stone golem.
Reconstruction (standard; recharge 56)
The stone golem regains 25 hit points.
Alignment Unaligned
Languages —
Str 21
Dex 9
Wis 7
Con 24
Int 2
Cha 2

When the adventurers near the cavern, read:

When a dragonspawn uses Survival Instincts, read:

As you near the cavern mouth, the sunlight begins to wane. A foul
stench emanates from the cave entrance, which is constructed by
jagged rocks that seem to imply the shape of a dragon’s maw. Inside,
stalactites and stalagmites protrude from the surfaces as if they were
crude stone teeth. Everything else is shrouded in darkness.

The nightfury turns into a shadowy wisp, fading from sight.

Perception (DC 14): Behind the many stalactites and rocks, you
see several large shadowy forms slip from sight into darkness.
Perception (DC 18): The golem turns its head, watching and following the shapes even after they fade into darkness.

Tactics
All of the nightfuries will remain in concealment as long as
possible, becoming visible to use Lurking Slash. Once revealed, the nightfury will use Acid Bath and Slithering Strike,
returning to concealment whenever possible.
When bloodied, the nightfury will go into survival mode.
Although not willing to stop attacking or let the PCs escape,
the nightfury will attempt to use Survival Instincts if in immediate danger, planning to use Lurking Slash again on the
following turn.
The nightfuries will not favor attacking the golem, though
they will target whichever enemy poses the biggest threat.

Features

of the

Area

Illumination: Low light. A creature can maintain concealment while adjacent to any stalagmite or wall.
Stalagmite walls: Marked as black walls. These can be
climbed and extend 20’ high, blocking line of sight.
Giant Stones: Marked as large rocks, these are 6’ high, provide cover, and can be thrown by the golem.

Conclusion
If the PCs return successful, Cuciph praises their efforts and
rewards them with an additional 5,000 gp and two level 15
magical items. He leads them to his workshop, where several
other stone golems are already near completion, saying:
"Thanks to your expertise, these golems will share your knowledge—
the amulet has stored your lessons, and each golem here will soon
be a shadowy copy of your combined skills. The dragonspawn won't
pose any threat to us in the future—neither will anything else; with
these powerful constructs, we'll be able to get rid of all of Brak's
monsters, and any unwelcome residents—all thanks to you!"

Blackspawn Nightfury
Medium natural beast (reptile)

Level 14 Lurker
XP 1,000

Initiative +17
Senses Perception +6
HP 110; Bloodied 55
AC 25; Fortitude 24, Reflex 25, Will 18
Resist 20 acid
Speed 8, Climb 8
b Bite (standard; at-will)•Acid
+19 vs AC; 4d6 + 6 damage, and ongoing 5 acid damage (save ends)
r Acid Bath (standard; at-will)•Acid
Range 12; +18 vs Reflex; 2d6 acid damage and ongoing 15 acid damage
(save ends)
w Lurking Slash (standard; at-will; only usable if concealed)
The dragonspawn makes a charge attack; +19 vs Fortitude; 2d8 + 6 damage, the target is knocked prone, and the dragonspawn can make a bite
attack against the same target.
w Slithering Strike (standard; recharge 456)
The dragonspawn can move up to half its speed and make two bite
attacks against one or two targets during that movement, without provoking opportunity attacks when moving away from an enemy.
Survival Instincts (standard when bloodied; at-will)
Gain concealment until the end of the dragonspawn’s next turn.
Alignment Unaligned
Languages —
Str 21
Dex 23
Wis 9
Con 17
Int 6
Cha 7

Training the golem is too complex:

ADJUSTMENTS
Here are some tips on changing the adventure to fit in with
your current campaign:
We don’t have the right number of players:
For the first two encounters, add or subtract two dragonspawn for
each additional or missing player. For the final encounter, add or
subtract one dragonspawn.
We’re not the right level:
Luckily, there are dragon-like monsters for nearly every level. If
you’re low heroic, use drakes. For high-heroic, use wyrmlings. For
high-paragon, use additional dragonspawn from the Monster
Manuals or Monster Builder.
It’s too easy:
If the monsters aren’t challenging enough, consider adding more.
If the players are having an easy time training the golem, consider
having them train an additional golem, or make up your own additional skills it must learn. You can also keep the golem out of the
fights altogether, forcing the players to face the encounters alone.

It shouldn’t be! Print off the bottom of this page and give it to your
players, so they can check off the skills as they are performed. The
monster encounters are all fairly straightforward and without any
other complexity, so the players should be able to keep track of the
golem skills and who has the amulet without much difficulty.
I don’t know how to fit this in my campaign:
If you don’t find an opportunity to send your players to Brak, take
Cuciph and his problems to them instead. The players can simply
stumble upon a village with a dragonspawn problem—the location
isn’t important. Just tie some of your existing campaign characters,
hooks, and stories into a need to visit Brak, and you’re all set to go.
I only like part of the adventure:
Then steal that part and toss the rest. I’m trying to make interesting
encounters that draw your players in and make them think about
something other than using at-wills over and over to kill a camp of
goblins, one by one.
For use with the 4th Edition

It’s too hard:
Boo hoo hoo! But seriously, if the players are having a hard time,
consider letting the golem play as an NPC for the entire adventure,
soaking up some of the damage and helping on the battlefield. You
could also remove the concealment from the nightfuries.

Ro l e p l a y i n g G a m e

Requires the use of the D&D Player’s Handbook,® Monster Manual ,® and
Dungeon Master’s Guide ® Player’s Handbook ® 2, Monster Manual® 2, Adventurer’s Vault™
core rulebooks, available from Wizards of the Coast, LLC

Enjoy this adventure? Visit www.readyanaction.com for more free encounters,
with a new one added each week!

THE STONE GOLEM
Motor Skills
Double Move
Charge or Bull Rush an enemy
Climb at least 15’
Run at least 6 squares
Jump
Push or Pull an enemy
Restrain an enemy
Throw an object at an enemy
Lie Prone
Double Shift

Combat Skills
Hit two or more creatures at once
Attack while flanking
Use Second Wind
Hit a creature from 10 squares away
Gain temporary hit points
Make a successful saving throw
Use an Action Point
Deal ongoing damage
Mark an enemy
Use a Daily power

Stone Golem

Large natural animate (construct)

Level 13 Ally

Initiative +3
Senses Perception +4; darkvision
HP 150; Bloodied 75
AC 25; Fortitude 29, Reflex 23, Will 22
Immune disease, poison
Speed 6
b Slam (standard; at-will)
Reach 2; +17 vs AC; 2d10 + 6 damage, and the target is pushed 2
squares and is knocked prone
r Stone Throw (standard; at-will)•Weapon
Range 16; +25 vs AC; 4d6 + 8 damage and the target is pushed 2
squares and is knocked prone
w Crushing Smash (standard; recharge 456)
Reach 2; +18 vs AC; 6d6 + 4 damage and the target is slowed
Keen Eyesight (minor; at-will)
The stone golem marks an enemy within 10 squares. That enemy cannot
gain concealment as long as it is marked by the stone golem.
Reconstruction (standard; recharge 56)
The stone golem regains 25 hit points.
Alignment Unaligned
Languages —
Str 21
Dex 9
Wis 7
Con 24
Int 2
Cha 2

